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Arena-style Immersive Live Experience (ILE) Services and 
Systems: Highly Realistic Sensations for Everyone in the 
World

J. Nagao, K. Tanaka, and H. Imanaka
ITU Journal: ICT Discoveries, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 33–41, May 2020.
Immersive live experiences (ILEs) enable audiences at remote sites 

to feel real-time highly realistic sensations, as if they were at the 
event site. This article discusses the key functionalities of an imple-
mentation of ILE services called “Kirari! for Arenas” as a use case of 
arena-style ILE and its technical elements developed by NTT labora-
tories. The key functionalities are object extraction from an arbitrary 
background, object tracking with depth sensors, low-latency syn-

chronized data transport, and four-sided pseudo-3D image presenta-
tion with depth expression. This article also provides evaluations on 
the experience of Kirari! for Arena audiences, as well as its confor-
mance to International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunica-
tion Standardization Sector (ITU-T) standards for ILEs.

  

Quanum Remote Sensing under the Effect of Dephasing
H. Okane, H. Hakoshima, Y. Takeuchi, Y. Seki, and Y. Matsuzaki
arXiv:2007.15903 [quant-ph], August 2020.
Quantum remote sensing (QRS) is a scheme to add security about 
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the measurement results of a qubit-based sensor. A client delegates a 
measurement task to a remote server that has a quantum sensor, and 
eavesdropper (Eve) steals every classical information stored in the 
server side. By using quantum properties, the QRS provides an asym-
metricity about the information gain where the client gets more 
information about the sensing results than Eve. However, quantum 
states are fragile against decoherence, and so it is not clear whether 
such a QRS is practically useful under the effect of realistic noise. 
Here, we investigate the performance of the QRS with dephasing 
during the interaction with the target fields. In the QRS, the client and 
server need to share a Bell pair, and an imperfection of the Bell pair 
leads to a state preparation error in a systematic way on the server 
side for the sensing. We consider the effect of both dephasing and 
state preparation error. The uncertainty of the client side decreases 
with the square root of the repetition number M for small M, which is 
the same scaling as the standard quantum metrology. On the other 
hand, for large M, the state preparation error becomes as relevant as 
the dephasing, and the uncertainty decreases logarithmically with M. 
We compare the information gain between the client and Eve. This 
leads us to obtain the conditions for the asymmetric gain to be main-
tained even under the effect of dephasing.

  

Trusted Center Verification Model and Classical Channel 
Remote State Preparation

T. Morimae and Y. Takeuchi
arXiv:2008.05033 [quant-ph], August 2020.
The classical channel remote state preparation (ccRSP) is an 

important two-party primitive in quantum cryptography. Alice (clas-
sical polynomial-time) and Bob (quantum polynomial-time) 
exchange polynomial rounds of classical messages, and Bob finally 

gets random single-qubit states while Alice finally gets classical 
descriptions of the states. In [T. Morimae, arXiv:2003.10712], an 
information-theoretically-sound non-interactive protocol for the 
verification of quantum computing was proposed. The verifier of the 
protocol is classical, but the trusted center is assumed that sends 
random single-qubit states to the prover and their classical descrip-
tions to the verifier. If the trusted center can be replaced with a ccRSP 
protocol while keeping the information-theoretical soundness, an 
information-theoretically-sound classical verification of quantum 
computing is possible, which solves the long-standing open problem. 
In this paper, we show that it is not the case unless bounded-error 
quantum polynomial time (BQP) is contained in MA (the Merlin–
Arthur protocol). We also consider a general verification protocol 
where the verifier or the trusted center first sends quantum states to 
the prover, and then the prover and the verifier exchange a constant 
round of classical messages. We show that the first quantum message 
transmission cannot be replaced with an (even approximate) ccRSP 
protocol while keeping the information-theoretical soundness unless 
BQP is contained in AM (the Arthur–Merlin protocol). We finally 
study the verification with the computational soundness. We show 
that if a ccRSP protocol satisfies a certain condition even against any 
quantum polynomial-time malicious prover, the replacement of the 
trusted center with the ccRSP protocol realizes a computationally-
sound classical verification of quantum computing. The condition is 
weaker than the verifiability of the ccRSP. At this moment, however, 
there is no known ccRSP protocol that satisfies the condition. If a 
simple construction of such a ccRSP protocol is found, the combina-
tion of it with the trusted center verification model provides another 
simpler and modular proof of the Mahadev’s result.

  


